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T. V. Lecturer Burke On Ideals;
Physicist Chalmers To Be Here

.

Inquisitive visitors to the Sc.'.ence Fair. .

Science Fair A Success
4,500 Attend in Two Days
More than tripling anyone's
i stimates, almost 5.000 people attended the Jordan-Kamsdell and
Lawrence C h e m leal Society
Science Exhibition held on
March 12 and 13.
Dr. Karl Woodcock described
the Exhibition as being "very
successful ... a great many persons were interested in the things
that went on." Some of the most
frequented exhibits in the Carnegie Science Building were: the
planetarium and observatory, a
LASER (Light Amplification

.through Stimulated Emission of
Radiation) ray. and a Van do
Graff generator. In Hedge Laboratory, glass blowing, drug synthesis, and spectroscopy attracted
most of the visitors. People came
from about a 50-mile radius to
attend the Exhibition.
John W. Schatz, '64, General
Chairman of the Exhibition, said
"It was very worthwhile. It gave
the kids a chance to explain what
they were doing, and it gave the
public a chance to see what was
being done.

Dr. Albeit Burke, acclaimed by
the New York Times as "an exciting new voice — provocative,
sensible and challenging." will
discuss "Ideals and Reality" in
the chapel on Saturday. April 4.
Dr. Burke is especially noted for
his current television series
Probe, in which he examines
such controversial domestic and
foreign issues as radical discrimination, air pollution, and Cuba.
Dr. Burke"s main objective,
however, is to stimulate debate
and force Americans to think and
act by challenging the intellect
with highly debatable issues II s
lectures have succeeded mightily,
in arousing audiences, as demonstrated by the enormous response
to Probe and his first televised
series A Way of Thinking.
Billed as an expert on world
affairs, Dr. Burke has lived in
Russia. China, Germany, and
Latin America. His knowledge of

Nctrro wing Of CivilRigh ts
Topic Of Attorney's Talk
Louis Scolnik, a Lewiston attorney, will speak for the Political Union tomorrow night in the
Filene Room, Pettigrew Hall. Mr.
Scolnik will discuss the subject,
The Suppression of Dissent — an
analysis of the First Amendment
in the 1960's. The former legal
Counsel for Lewiston feels that
many people misunderstand the
scope of our civil rights, and this
unfamiliarity may lead, inadvertently, to a narrowing of our
rights as American citizens.
Mr. Scolnik is presently chairman of the State Advisory Committee of the United States Commission on Civil Rights, and cooperating attorney with the
American Civil Liberation Union,
which entails free legal counsel
and services for individuals
whose rights have been infringed.
He is a member of the Board of
Directors and legal counsel for
the Central Maine branch of the
NAACP, and is on the Executive
Committee and a member of the
Lewiston-Auburn Peace Center,
a sub-unit of the National Turn
Toward Peace" movement.
The Bates Political Union
again presents a speaker on the
subject of the government's role
as censor. Mr. Scolnik said he
would touch upon obsenity, but

tirely to this matter. The Political Union originally planned to
offer Bates students a debate between Laurier T. Raymond, Jr.,
county attorney, and Mr. Scolnik
on the matter of obscene literature in this area. Mr. Raymond
declined to discuss the subject,
as he felt the issue was becoming
a political one. After deliberating the matter of his current
campaign for re-election, he felt
it would be unwise to speak more
than he had on the subject.

Dr. Burke

* Physics Is Topic
Professor Bruce Chalmers, of the Department of Physics
Pi Harvard University. Cambridge. Massachusetts, will serve
as a visiting lecturer at Bates College, Lewiston, Maine,
Thursday and Friday, April 2 and 3.
He will visit under the auspices Physical Metallurgy at the Uniof the American Association of versity of Toronto.
Physics Teachers and the AmeriI rofessor Chalmers is the authcan Institute of Physics as part
oi
of "Physical Examination of
of a broad, nationwide program
Metals,"
"The Structure and Meto stimulate interest in physics.
The program is now in its sev- chanical Properties of Metals."
enth year, and is supported by "Physical Metallurgy." and "Enthe National Science Foundation. ergy," and is the editor of the
"Progress in Materials Science"
The American Association of series, an annual publication, and
Physics Teachers is one of five
"Ada Metallurgies," published
member societies of the Ameri- monthly.
can Institute of Physics. Other
member societies are: The Ameri- '

can Physical Society. Optical So- Centennial Ball

ctety uf America. Acoustical Society of America, and the Society TlTeiTie C3l
of Rheology.
Dr. Chalmers will geve lectures, hold informal meetings
This year's Pops Conceit, enwith students, and assist faculty
members with curriculum and re- : titled "Centennial Ball.'' will be
search problems. Professor Karl held in the Alumni Gvm from
S. Woodcock, of the Department I*00 l0 ll:45 PM' on AP,il »■ A1
of Phvsics at Bates College, is in I0.0"* and hls orchestra will procharge of arrangements for Dr. | vlde musw ior dancing.
Tne
Chalmer's visit.
Concert Band, under the
Bruce Chalmers, states Gordon j direction of D. Robert Smith, will
'perform at 9:15 P.M. Following
McKay. Professor of Metallurgy | an intei.,udc of danc.inf, and re;
at Harvard since 1953. is an nv , freshments, the chol.a, Society
ternalionally known specialist in | wi„ take lhe slage al ,0:3n PM
both experimental and theore'i- j witn accoinpanist Barbara Reed.
cal metallurgy. Most of his re-1 Q
w hof| fm. (he evenjng js
search has been on crystal bound-! Kevjn Gallaghe„ Ticketa are
arics and the process of sihdifica- availabIe at Commons for $2.50
tlon
i per couple. Students are reProfessor Chalmers was born | minded that table reservations
in London, England, and received must be made by two couples.
the B. Sc, Ph. D. and D. Sc. de- There will be an opportunity for
grees in physics from the Uni- women having off-campus dates
versity of London. After six to purchase tickets at Rand duryears of teaching at the Univer- ! ing the dinner hour. For those
sity of London, he was Physicist who do not wish to dance, balat the Tin Research Institute, and cony seats are available for S.50.
The general chairman for the
later a Senior Experimental Officer at the Ministry of Supply, evening is Bill Gosling '65. Other
in London, before joining the j committees are headed by Mary
Royal Aircraft Establishment at Ingraham '65, decorations; Ellvn
Farnborough, as head of the Met- Winter '66, refreshments; Debbie
allurgy Division. Two years later, Perkins '64, publicity and posters;
he became head of the Metallur- Sandra Cook '64, usherettes;
gy Division of the Atomic Energy Karen Smith '65 and Carol Stone
Research Establishment at Har- '65, reception; Paul Goodwin '64,
well, a post he held from 1946 un- tables; Bob Bowden '67, house;
til 1948. Prior to coming to Har- Mrs. Robert Berkelman '29. hostvard in 1953. he.was Professor of ess; Kevin Gallagher '64, host.

Pops Concert

Dr. Chalmers
Any man who wishes to apply
for a renewal of his scholarship
next year, or for a new grant, or
for other financial assistance (jobs
and/or loans) must submit a Parent's Confidential Statement to
this office no later than Wednesday. April 15. 1964.

Bates Places Fifth In
New England Forensics
The varsity debate team took
third place in two-man competition, and fifth place overall in the
New England Forensic Society's
tourney last weekend. The affirmative team of Tom Hall '64
and Bob Ahern '64 placed in the
semi-finals by beating the University of Massachusets, Trinity,
and Providence, but losing to
Middlebury.
Ahern and Hall drew the affirmative in the semi-finals, and
lost to Eastern Nazarene, who
later went on to win the tourney
by beating Holy Cross. Holy
Cross had previously been beaten
by Bates.
The negative team of Rosenblatt '66 and Steinheimer "66
compiled three wins and a loss,

By Jon D. Olsen '64
economics and science is coupled
with fluency in the Russian.
French, German, Spanish, Italian,
and Bulgarian languages, and <i
working knowledge of Hebrew
and Arabic.
Formerly Director of Graduate
Studies at Yale University, he
received his PhD. in International
Relations from the University of
Pennsylvania. Inspired by the
apt words of Edmond Burke, "all
that is necessary for evil to win
is that enough good men do
nothing." he has written a book
entitled "Enough Good Men —
A Way of Thinking."
Refer to the editorial page for
an additional word on Dr. Burke.

beating Holy Cross, Rhode Island,
and Worcester Polytechnic, and
losing to East Nazarene.
The only Bates student to place
in individual competition in oral
interpretation or extemporaneous
speaking was Shirley Templeman, who placed fourth.
The New England Championship debate team from the University of Vermont and the Bates
team of Ahern and Hall, who
were runners-up. will hold a debate this afternoon at 4:00 in the
Filene room. This return match
between two fine teams is the
only one to take place on campus,
and provides an excellent opportunity to see the varsity debaters
in action.

TWO
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Shakespeare

Election

The Rob Players are now preIn the All-Campus election last dent of the Class of '65, Doulgas
paring for the staging of Shake- Monday, officers for the Student Macko was chosen vice-president,
speare's "Henry V" on May 6th, Senate, class offices, Outing Club, Laura Deming was chosen treas7th, and 8th, and again at Com- Christian Association, Publishing urer, and Carol Bishop was elecmencement. Rob Players Presi- Association, Women's Athletic ' ted secretary. Class offices for
dent, John Strassburger '64, has Association, and Women's Coun- ' the Class of '66 are Douglas
emphasized the work entailed in cil were decided.
I White, president; Arthur Va!producing a Shakespearean play,
Senate members are: Class of liere, vice - president; Claudia
citing the casting of parts, the de- '65 — Edward Brooks, Philip Lamberti, secretary; and Theosigning of costumes, and the conBrookes, Howard Dorfman, dore Strycharz, treasurer. Richstruction of props and sets.
James Aikman, Minda Hamelsky. ard Powers, Karl McKusick,
The Players are presently on
Janice Kopco, Prudence Grant, Martha Braman, and Nancy Hega soldier hunt. More French and and Susan H. Smith; Class of '66 lund were chosen president, viceEnglish warriors are needed to —Bradford Anderson, Paul Ber- president, secretary, and treascomplete the dramatis personae. tocci, Richard Rosenblatt, Sarah urer respectively for the Class of
Some of these soldiers will have Jones, Pat Gilbert, Prisciila '67.
short lines to say; others will Clark; Class of '67—Peter BeekThe following were chosen offight. If you are interested please man,
JonWilska,
Catherine ficers for the other organizations
Lit. narvey at Language Conierence
contact Strassburger.
Southall, and Francis Strychaz. participated in the All-Campus
Rob Players are presently enIn the class office election.; j Election: Publishing Association:
gaged in many activities. These Newt Clark was elected presi- President—Herbert Mosher, Jun' ior Representatives—Carol Franjacks of all trades are, for inOn Friday. March 13th. the partment. Later in the afternoon stance, designing and making em- and talents to the cause of Shake- cis, Anne Ganley, and Janet
Centennial Academic Discipline at the meeting in the Women's blems for shields and French and speare is heartily welcomed. In- McEachern: Outing Club: PresiConference in Foreign Languag- Union, the panelists discussed English coats of arms. These are terested students are asked to see i dent — Newton Clark, Vice-Presies was held in the Women's Un- with students the educational to be painted on leather, and either Miss Schaeffer or Strass- dent — Richard Kelsey, Secretary—Prisciila Bonney; Women's
ion. This meeting was one of a abilities required in their respec- used as parts of the many color- burger.
Miss Schaeffer invites all those Council: Chairman—Jane Downseries of career conferences be- tive fields, and the various possi- ful costumes. They are currently
ing held throughout the acad.mic bilities for careers in the area of making jewelry. Any student interested to "come and join us ; ing. Vice-Chairman — Louise St.
(Continued on page six)
willing to contribute his time on the other side of the curtain.''
year, and it provided interested foreign languages.
students with the opportunity to
discuss career possibilities in the
field of foreign languages with
eminent Bates alumni.
Principal speaker of the day
was Dr. J. Edward Harvey '37,
editor of the Modern Language
Journal, professor of French and
secretary of the faculty at Kenyon College, Gambier, Ohio.
BETWEEN
Aside from participating in the
foreign language conference, Dr.
OUTER SPACE
Harvey also took part in the Phi
Beta Kappa panel discussion held
on Thursday evening in the Women's Union, and was the guest
speaker for the chapel program
on Friday morning.
Other featured panelists were:
Miss Laurianna Boucher '31, of
Lewiston High School; Miss Elsie
Geivais '35, of Edward Little
High School: Mr. Edward F.
Booth '41, of Modern Language
Supervisor for the Department of
Education pf the State of Maine;
Miss Vera Vivian '42, of New
York City, librarian and translator for Esso; Mr. John Henderson
'61. currently engaged in graduate study at Brown University.
Prior to the informal career
conference, the guest panelists
met and lunched with members
of the Bates foreign language de-

Discipline

SKI TRIP REFUND
All students who did not go
skiing on the O.C. trip on Sunday
may get their money refunded in
full at the Hobb tonight, Wednesday, from 9:00 to 9:30 p.m.

GUIDANCE
Information is available at the
Placement Office regarding FEDERAL SERVICE CAREER OPPORTUNITIES. About half of
the positions for which the Government recruits college graduates each year are filled through
the Federal Service Entrance Examination. The written test requirement may now be waived
for applicanls who choose to substitute their scores on the aptitude test of the Graduate Record
Examination in place of the
FSEE general test.
The 1964 edition of the JOURNALISM
SCHOLARSHIP
GUIDE is available at the Placement Office. The Guide lists
scholarships, fellowships, and assistantships available to 15,000
undergraduate and graduate students studying journalism this
year.

THERE'S A WIDE RANGE OF OPPORTUNITY
IN THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
To outer space and into the deep sea, we take the sum
total of our scientific and managerial knowledge. A case
in point is Telstar, which represents the first step toward
a worldwide communications system. Another example,
the new deep-sea amplifier that simultaneously transmits
two-way messages. Both communications triumphs stem
from Bell System planning, research and development.
Such trailblazing projects command the best of
managerial and scientific talent. That's why you'll find,
throughout the Bell System, men with college training as
diverse as the responsibilities they shoulder. Their backgrounds run the gamut from liberal arts and business
-.curses to science or specialized engineering majors.

Admittedly, the work is demanding. It requires that
unusual caliber of man who finds a greater satisfaction in
challenge than in ready solution ... who is eager to see his
education yield dividends., .who wants an immediate
opportunity for leadership.
Men with this kind of impatience will discover the
stimulation, welcome and rewards they seek in the telephone business.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

JW
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Discernment of Times
Promoted By Burke

"Mon Oncle" Satire
On Mechanization

By Sam Withers
Dr. Albert E. Burke is a man
who is concerned, really conFrench comedian Jacques Tati's Mon Oncle is a good
cerned, enough so that he is trysatire on the social cost of modern mechanization. Tati in
ing to act constructively. He has
this movie is concerned with modern times, specifically with
his own T.V. program. (Sundays
modern homes, modern kitchens, modern factories, plastic
at 5 00 p.m.. just before College
and aluminum, mechanization, and sterilization. All is not
Bowl, on Channel 13.) He gives
lectures too. On the evening cf
funny, however. The happy wife, living in her mechanized
April 3rd, he will be delivering
paradise is neither funny nor touching. She is the most
a
lecture here at Bates.
absurd of all Tati's characters, and expresses the most
What is Albert Burke conserious point of the picture.
cerned about? That which mateven
see
a
closeup
of
him.
so
that
The chief satirical butt of the
ters. That which affects our lives
film is the April house. It serves it is impossible to see his facial
now and which will continue to
expressions. He utters hardly a
as a sharp point of contrast bedo so. Among the variety of topword. Some of the most amusing
ics he has covered are the probtween the two worlds. The face- scenes exclude him altogether.
lem
of censorship in schools and
lessness of Arpel's house extends ! He has nothing to do with uniting
managed news in the press, and
beyond the automatic gate which father and son in the end. What
the ignorance of our political
leads to the lifeless garden. His is worse, he expresses no antileaders about scientific matters,
Plastic factory is the same dull pathy towards the system which
which is particularly revealed
sterile facade; even his secretary has enslaved his brother-in-law's
The annual Brandeis Fencing
dashing efficiently behind him family (as Chaplin would have). Competition sponsored by the in security measun i that prebecomes indistinguishable from He tries hard at two jobs, and al- New England Women's Fencing suppose an ability to quarantine
the machines that surround her. though he is too absent-minded Association, affectionatly known scientific knowledge. The effects
In fact, all the places of Arpel's to succeed, he never stops trying as NEWFA. included fine per- of the earth's population exploworld, from the train terminal and for all we know craves a formances by four Bates co-eds sion, air and water pollution,
crime in the U.S. from juvenile
and the school to the nightclub, house just like Arpel's.
last March first. Karen Hastie
delinquency to illegal business
all look as if they were stamped
'66.
Karen
Hjelm
'65,
Jeanette
We must appreciate in Tati the
deals, and a series comparing
from the same machine. They all
Smith '67, and Sally O. Smyth
appear to reduce man to auto- performer the fact that he, like '65, engaged in close to forty the political philosophies of ComCantinflas, is apparently attemptmunism and democracy have all
matons.
ing to recapture the more im- bouts in the process of adding to been dealt with by Dr. Burke.
Early in the movie, there is a aginaitve and abstract comedy of the growing list of athletic
scene which shows Modern Man the silent film era. The exag- honors held by Bates College.
He says in a July 25. 1962 lecacted upon as if he were a ma- geralions of lhe visual image, the
Sally O. Smyth battled through ture entitled. Taboo and Freechine. We follow Arpel taking expressive pantomine, and the brutal competition in the Be- dom, "Regulations keep viti.lv
Gerard to school. The car moves elimination of much dialogue is ginners II Division to capture important facts and information
in a continuous, even-moving an effective means.
first honors in that class. Miss out of our training books. . .
stream which is regulated by a
Smyth emerged victorious after Ignorance is not bliss. Not in th:;
The picture ends on an opti- doing battle in twelve maTches age of science." In his March 4,
maze of traffic lights, white lines,
and arrows directing the com- mistic note. I think, in that the against representatives from such 1962 lecture. John Q. Criminal,
reunion of Gerard and his father, athletic powerhouses as Pem- he states, "Today's John Q. Crimmuters as if they had no will.
In evaluating this film, it is although accidental, predicts a broke, Radcliff, and Westbrook , inals have respectability and influence in legitimate business.
necessary to examine the Uncle change in Mr. Arpel. He has Jr. College.
and community affairs. And they
first. How real is Hulot? What been jealous of Uncle's way with
Karen
Hjelm
and
Jeanette
do we know of him? The an- Gerard, and will probably con- Smith won a majority of their have one other thing in common.
swers to these questions are diffi- nect his son's affectionate re- twenty bouts as Miss Smith To a man, they can't afford an
cult, considering the fact that sponse to his being caught in the scrapped her way to fourth posi- aroused public. Nothing makes
, nothing is said of him. He sneaks act of being human.
tion in the beginners competi- them more secure in their work ,
into the movie (after about 15
Mon Oncle asks questions, and tion. Karen Hastie added to the — which undermines this nation
minutes) and leaks out. He is no leaves too many unanswered. It Bates effort, winning in three of j from inside—than a disinterested,
complacent public — occasionally
more than the center of several has, like most of its characters, her six contests.
disconnected scenes. He never little substance. In many ways
Bates has no fencing team as | more concerned about rigged TV
changes or develops. We never it is merely a collection of back- such. These girls traveled to shows and dishonest westerns —'
yard vignettes with episodic the tournament on their own than rigged courts and dishonest
lumpyness.
It unquestionably initiative, having had from one- | public officials."
had a bite, however, and revealed half to one and one-half semesHe continues, citing a common
many talents of Jacques Tati. ters of fencing in Phys. Ed. '
incident in which a young police- '
Had he formalized some of his classes under the tutelege of I
man arrests someone with confilmic notations, had he focused Mrs. J. Hinman, who also proon a single character (Gerard, vided the team with transporta- \
Arpel. or Hulot), had he devel- tion to the meet.
oped an idea to a conclusion (as
LEWISTON
In view of the success of this
D eWIT T
he did once with the concierge year's group, a regular team has !
and daughter) he would have had
MOTOR
begun practice for next year's!
a much more finished film.
competition, hoping to achieve'
HOTEL
official sanction by that time.
40 Pine Street
Go
GO
BATES!
Maine great
To
Catering to
On Route 100 & 202, Just OutINDIVIDUAL
AND
LOU'S PLACE
fashion store
side Auburn, Half Mile from
GROUP PARTIES
Turnpike Exit No. 12 . . Phone
- THE BEST FOR FOOD
*
783-1488 . . . Room Phone
Sunday and Holiday Dinners
Meals - Pizzas - Fried Clams
A Gormet's Delight
Steaks & Sandwiches
STARDUST MOTEL
where Bates
777 Main St.
Lewislon Exclusive But JVor Expensive

Girls Joust In
Stiff Brandeis
Competition

students have
found the
* QUALITY
* VARIETY
* STYLE
they wanted
since 1880
Phone 784-4511
*
Make Peck's your
thrifty, satisfactory
shopping habit.
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Thurs., Fri., Sal.

"Lawrence of

James Garner

nections, and learns that the
court will not back him up. So,
he concludes, why bother? Magnify this disillusionment with the
law and its enforcement by millions and there is indeed something to be bothered about. Particularly when the crimes are
not merely traffic violations.
The underlying motive in Dr.
Burkes work is to promote an
awareness on the part of his
audience of the historical background of the problems facing
our civilization, and of the immediate causes that bring about
the particular problem under
consideration. This idea is summed up in the title of a televised commencement address Mr.
Burke delivered two years ago,
Discernment of the Times.
To be aware is the first duty
of any citizen in a democracy.
Without an adequate understanding of our times, Burke
feels, men cannot make intelligent and responsible decisions
upon which rest the security and
well being of our nation. Failure
to understand and care can mean
that democracy will expire by
default; that is to say, it will become a forfeit to some other form
of society which will be less free
because freedom was not used
when the opportunity was given.
What he has taken on the responsibility to do is not merely to
inform people of facts; a newspaper or news broadcasts do that,
though sometimes their objectivity leaves something to be desired. Rather, Dr. Burke selects
relevant information from history, often beginning
several
centuries back, and from contemporary events, and brings it
to a meaningful focus for his
audience.
He does not attempt to provide answers, although if anyone is qualified to do so. it is he,
for his knowledge and understanding are prodigious. What tie
does do is to isolate a specific
problem and convey the necessity
for dealing with it intelligently
and responsibly, pointing out the
consequences of appropriate parallels in history, positive and negative. He then asks, "What are
you going to do about this problem which is affecting your life
now?"

One of his criticisms is of "the
ignorance and apathy of great
numbers of Americans about
how we work as a democracy. . .
It is the obligation of all free
men to question everything. . . to
dissent, to disagree — with evil;
against ignorance, against bigo:.: :...: : : u I.I:UJJJ:IIJJJ '. '■ try, poverty, greed and stupidity." (July 25, 1962)'lf you are
complacent and wish to remain
so, don't attend his lecture, for
Fri., Sat., Sun.
you may find yourself disturbed
by what he has to say.

PRISCILLA

Ritz Theatre

MOVE OVER DARLING"

\ Doris Day

THREE

Arabia"

Polly Bergen
Chuck Connors
— Closed Wednesdays —

"The Colossus of
Rhodes"

Rory Calhoun
George Marschal
Lea Massari

"The Three
Stooges"
Continuous Fri. from 5 p. mj
Sat. from 1 p.m.
Sun. from 3 p. m.

:::::::::::.:_::.: ::: : :

FERN'S
TAXI

784-5469

J+2

■•
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FOUR

Letters To The
Editor

Editorials

Williams Reports
On Florida College

SCIENCE AFFAIR
To the Editor:
And what a sumptuous fare it
By David A. Williams '65
was
last Thursday and Friday!
Ever since the discretionary cut system was implemented,
There are really three areas of realize that a professor can be
To Ihe unscientifically inclined, a
the cry has gone up that students are not cutting with discretion. booming, buzzing confusion. . . . interest involved in this trip and i wrong. This mentality of total acThis claim is made especially in regard to language lab attend- in Hedge, little vials of colored I propose we look at each one ! ceptance and "one truth," is not
separately. Not that people and only disturbing and exasperating
ance. It is said that an inordinate number of students have been stuff bubbling and steaming and situations fall into distinctly sep- to a Bates student, it calls to
dripping.
In
Carnegie,
big'
black
cutting these labs, and that as a consequence it has been neceserate categories, but unless some question the whole meaning of
boxes with flashing lights, dials,
sary to make attendance mandatory.
and sounds of beeping, thwack- categories are imposed on this student and professor when aping, snapping, and crackling . . . situation, things simply become plied to the classes at FMC.
too confused.
_» m
«•»_«.«
The Segregation Problem:
In order to justify this decision, a distinction is made be- a sad white rabbit impaled on a
platter with insides spilling out,
The Academic Problem:
Perhaps the second most distween those classes in which the student is being trained to do no more to rush by with quick
This area of academic quality, j turbing experience was finding
something like speaking a language—and other classes in which glances at his pocket watch. . . I think was the most disturbing Itnat many of the staff and stutraining cannot be said to be the most important aspect of the ordinary-looking rocks glowing of all. My eye-opening began at i dents of the college believed that
work. This is a valid distinction, but it doesn't seem to have any green and orange under a purple 8:00 on Monday in a History of' white people were better than
light. ... a well-regulated geythey were. Accompanying this
bearing on attendance regulations, and certainly does not seem ser tempting the mischievous World Civilizations course. The! was
an
professor sat with the text book
unwillingness to break up
able to support a decision revoking discretionary attendance.
hand to pour in some soap suds. open and more or tess read from {the caste system that had ex. . a pickled cat stripped of | it t0 the class asking minor fac. isted for so long, and that proeverything save spinal cord and|tual questions of the students vided the security of knowing
Attendance regulations and course requirements are two en- mournful staring eyes. ... an
every now and then. The depth one's place.
tirely separate matters. Course requirements should concern^ artificial sky with swift-sailing of the course was about that of
An article in the current issue
only class content, and not class attendance, for the essence of stars.
an Outline Series text, and plain- of Dissent in the Bates library
Oh. to be a scientist and under- ly, an intellectually stimulated on Southern Negro Colleges, and
a course lies clearly in its content. Similarly, a student's grade
stand it all!
student body was not to be found. the writings of James Baldwin
in a course should be based on the training, enrichment, or
Pamela Ball '64
Through the week I found (especially the essay "Nobody
knowledge which he gained, not upon the number of hours he
'
i
m
ore
situations that pointed to Knows My Name" from the book
spent in a classroom.
a conclusion that Florida Mem- by the same name) speak in deUNiON NOtt
orial College is a college in name tail on these same two disturbTo the Editor:
ing facts. One expects to find a
A student should be allowed to be —nay, should have to be—
A building is to be vacated on only.
Negro student body working to
responsible for his own class attendance. If labs are a neces- the Bates campus which could | ITEM: My three roommate
be a perfect Student Union. \ together read no more than fiftv 'achieve equality and instead.
sary part of a language course, the student who cuts without dis- „_,,....,
, ,
,I °
, _ . . . .
.. • one finds students convinced ot
Hedge Lab, the beloved home of, pages of material in preparation
cretion will be penalized by his incompetency in the language. the Chemistry Department, is | for class the whole week. All their inequality and quite willing
to live under the system of segreThe effectiveness and value of language labs however, is an- about to become a white ele- j were doing at least B work,
gation.
other problem altogether, one which will be dealt with elsewhere. phant, as our chemists prepare to , ITEM: A class in Industrial
is that
move into an elegant and much Arts spent 50 minutes learning i What „ has happened
^
...
.
many
Negroes
have
"internalneeded new setting. Rumor has it how to draw a cube in two-point
alized" the views of the white
When many students, using their discretion, cut a class of Hedge will become a dorm. As- i perspective.
southerners,
and, far from prolittle value, the instructor must alter the course requirements if Burning the gentle tinge of H2S
ITEM: A scene in the science viding a campus spirit that would
(ah,
essence
of
Fall)
can
be
the class is to continue. Unfortunately, it is easier to alter these
lab revealed a deathly science as emphasize the Negro student's
requirements by including attendance regulations than it is to easily removed, vast problems students sat hunched over their . equalitv and rights, the adminwill be presented in utilization
revitalize the course itself. This alteration only perpetuates the of the rooms. To provide floor microscopes. No one talked, no , istralion often helps to kcep lhe
one moved. Every once-in-a- belief in segregation alive. It
lack of communication from which it grows. The challenge of plans practical for a dorm, the
while the professor gave a sharp
education is to communicate, and through communication to whole inside ot Hedge must be, command for a studenl t0 do wasn't until the NAACP organtorn apart, then reconstructed. A something different, or gave a ized in St. Augustine to bring
educate.
new and far more efficient dorm short lecture. In spite of quan- about an end to segregation in
is planned next to Smith. Roger tities of new equipment (all of some downtown businesses, that
Bill facilities can be soon easily which was locked up) this was the students became involved in
expanded as the administration obviously a situation where the any serious struggles in that
area.
occupies its new structure.
professor had little regard for
Fearing that we Bates people
Obviously, new
dormitory his students, and the students
space can be more easily provid- were bound in a dictatorial sit- on our own might get involved
in an embarrassing incident, the
ed in other ways. For that. Hedge uation.
administration seemed afraid to
is not needed. But as any stuITEM: A course in Elementary let us go off campus alone. Only
dent or recent graduate can tell
Art Education required that stu- by renting our own car were
you, as an open coeducational
EDITORIAL BOARD
dents draw pictures as a fourth we able to meet white residents
student center and home for stue ad
PUP
'.' W0Uld draw lh?m'of St. Augustine and get their
dent offices, Hedge is desperate- .' f ,
Peter d'Errico '65
Steve Adams '65
An A drawing was a picture thai views. We also had to ignore
ly needed. No great renovating
green (for grass) and rumors of possible violence, peris necessary. The organic lab, , ,was' .half
.
*
, ,
*
_ ,.
. j ,
';half blue (for sky) with a simple haps designed to keep us conEditor-in-Chief
Managing Editor
once the scene of oderiferouj!
hardship and toil, now with tiled j bird drawn in the blue to show tentedly on campus. But on our
it wasn't water.
own we inspected a Negro school,
Janet McEachern '66
Feature Editor floor, gentle lighting, and a good
There were many more ex- met local white people, toured
paint job, provides an excellent
am
P'es. of course, but space pre- the various sections of the town,
Anne Ganley '66
Feature Editor place for dancing, large iritor- !
ven,s furth
mal gatherings such as Malthus,'
er details. As you can and got the other side of the
Peter Beekman '67
News Editor
etc., in this future Student Cen- see, the quality of work at FMC story.
Ken Burgess '67
News Editor ter. The game rooms are down- is rather low. Students are not
The Students Themselves:
stairs, beside the Outing Club's challenged, professors are often
Sally O. Smyth '65
Assisting News Editor new quarters in the old "river- dictatorial, and depth of thought
While I was very disturbed by
rarely is seen.
many things we found at FMC,
lab"
and
stockroom,
skis
must
be
Nick Basbanes '65
Sports Editor
clean and dry to be successfully
But perhaps the most disturb- never have I met a finer, friendRobert Lanz '65
Business Manager returned!
ing thing of all was an attitude lier, and more wonderful group
Upstairs, are found smaller on the part of many students of students. They made me feel
Alan Cruickshank '65
Advertising Manager
lounges, game rooms, or activity that the professor is never wrong. totally at home the whole week,
Alan Hartwell '66
Photographer rooms; perhaps the Student Sen- j Not that Bates students aren't and will remain my friends for
ate meets in the main classroom; I often asked to repeat a profes- a long time to come.
The spirit on the campus is
smaller gatherings are held inlsor's opinions on a subject, but
instrumental and P-Chem labs.
underneath all of it most of us
(Continued on Page Five)
Mr David A, Nelson
The Library might house the
DEAD GIVEAWAY
Bates Student, with bookshelFaculty Adviser
ves and good lighting, and plenty
Anyone interested in obtaining i despite the apparent lack of
of good table space, well-utilized. picturesque or interesting art! concern on the part of the artOther activities have several work for room decoration should
Address all correspondence to Bates College. Box 309.
ists, many of the things are very
rooms left.
come to the Art Workshop any
good. Come soon, before the best,
or call 783-6661.
In short — with a remodelling'day this week. We are having a
that could be done and paid for spring cleaning and have a great work is taken. . .everything is
by students, this coeducational I many drawings, paintings, and being given on a first come, first
center could put Bales social life prints which, if they are not given served basis.
While you're looking around
Published weekly at Parker Hall, Bates Collate, during the college year. Tel. back at Bates, and pm.irie need-j away, will have to be thrown
ed facilities for oui inadequate-1 away. Some of the artists repre- the workshop, have some refresh788 MU. Printed at Auburn I-r. Press, Wi Court Street. Auburn. Main.'. ly housed activ:
jsented in this collection are no ments and sign the guest regisi,;i. ; .,.- . ond-elaas matter at tiie Lewdston Post Offtee Jan. 80, loin,
This idea is no;- original with i longer at Bates and seem to have try. And do some work yourself
(Continued on page six)
! totally forgotten their work. But if you like.
HI ..I Hi.- Sot of Mar. U, 1ST». A member of the Associated Collegiate Press.
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HumanRightsAndStudentExchange
(Continued from Page Four)

'

t

Human Rights From
Human Understanding

hard to really put into words,
but friendliness, naturalness, and
high-spirited humor are part of
the atmosphere. An adopted
member of the school choir the
week I was there, I have rarely
By Bonnie Mesinger '66
' tine where "white and colored
met a group of kids that enjoyFor
a
year
and
a
half
I
have!
don't mix."
ed singing and music in general
faithfully and with great deter- i By being actively concerned
as much as these students did.
Music was no academic chore for
mination forged a path throughf for each other in a personal way,
three hours credit, pictures in
the Den or bookstore at 11:00 seven people from Bates came
the yearbook, or list of extraA.M. to check the mail, as well to know and be known on the
curricular activities to show a
as the male, situation. Letters campus of Florida Memorial Colprospective employer, but it was
from
Mother,
advirtisements lege. Individuals in our group
a vital and exciting part of their
from
Newsweek,
and
semester
life. An anthem was not a chore
were, some for the first time, in
bills have been duly retrieved
for chapel service, but an ena
situation where they as whites
from my glassfaced receptacle of
joyable opportunity to express
were
in the minority. Norm
the outside world.
oneself in music. The choir, the
Bowie,
in an evaluation session
rehearsals for a Saturday night j
About a month ago I discovat
the
end
of our visit, said in
talent show, and the 10:00 ses-1
ered an envelope I had overlooksion each night around the piano An informal gathering of roommates and friends before a tour. ed — addressed to me. from me. a representative manner that
were the most enjoyable musical
As a matter of fact, it was a part during the week he had never
events of the year for me.
of ME. Some time, perhaps durfelt "alone" or in the minority
I will leave it for later discusing Freshman week. I had signsions to tell of other aspects of
ed this ME away on Bates sta- as he had expected to feel.
the students I met that week, for
tionery, sealed it in an envelope,
Each of us "fit in" in an indithis discussion of music will. I
and sent it to the safe confines vidual way. We had been given
think, suffice for now. In spite
of my postal box in Chase Hall.
the opportunity to practice "the
of all the disturbing experiences
There was a kind of security in
art
of loving"—"an active power
I had at Florida Memorial, I have
that box, a small, friendly cowhich
breaks through the wall*
never met a finer group of
educational type of security.
people.
which
separate man from hia
Occasionally a Peace Corps
• ■Mil— _, ■I^.IIB,.,,,-!*
fellow
men, which unites him
Bulletin or an issue of Time forcwith others." Northern white
ed
me
to
slide
over
to
the
left
Louis P. Nolin
or the right. Otherwise I found1 students came to know Southern
my position relatively stable. Ai_ 'Negro students in the particular,
most a month ago the walking not in the abstract. I. Bonnie
sophomore English,
part of ME discovered this post Mesinger,
office fugitive. The talking part major, came to know Kathy Purof ME whispered, "We're going year, junior history major. I met
to Florida." We all flew off from Gloria Williams, a girl who
"likes to be still cometimes."
Boston together.
JEWELER
l owe a
This seems the only way I can
",hank vou" t0 Bates»
for
allowing
me to practice my
133 Lisbon Street
Faculty and Administration pose after the President's Break- describe my lack of feeling for
Bates "Hi!" on a sunshiny camLewiston, Maine
things
beyond
the
Bates
arcade.
fast. Dining Hall in back.
I had hoped that my studies in pus in St. Augustine. I'm grateful
sociology, biology, and religion for having had the opportunity to
would make up for my relative come out of my post office box in
NAULT'S
unconcern for the space race, Chase Hall and to participate in
civil rights, and Panama. After a a way of believing and thinking.
Hospital Square
week in Florida, I see how vital I am only half of this exchange.
ESSO SERVICENTER
it is to a meaningful education I've done a good deal of imaginto actively participate with one's ing what my other half from
Dial 782-9170
thoughts — whether it be phil- Florida will find on the Bate3
305 Main St. Lewiston, Me.
osophizing with Berkley, being campus in April. Initally I hope
poetical with Dante, or living she'll find green grass (no snow),
Lubrication - Washing
with people to understand life. a reasonable Spring temperature,
and a minimum of rain. I hope
Tire Repair - Anii-Freeze
I arrived at Florida Memorial she'll find new friends in her
College "under the influence."
dorm, in the Den, and in class.
Miss Schaeffer's theory of exBut beyond these things.
posure and Erich Fromm's "Art
of Loving" were more ideas than I hope she can come to underSTERLING PATTERNS
in
purposes. Before leaving Bates stand and be critical of our
I Towle — Gorham — Lunt
I had vague feelings of wanting "Bates Plan of Education." After
Reed and Barton
to know the Florida students as talking about Rand food, Mt.
j
International — Wallace
students and as friends. I want- David, and the relative merits 0*
ed to come to know them as well Lewiston as a college town, I
as possible within a week. I hope she may come to know TolThe group posing for a picture at the
market in wanted to talk. I wanted to laugh. stoy in Mr. Tagliabue's English
I wanted to think and to feel. To class, to be confused or enlightdowntown St. Augustine.
do all these things with the stu- ened philosophically by Dr.
D'Alfonso, or find a new lab
dents was my goal.
j 50 Lisbon Street Dial784-5241|
technique in Carnegie.
My hopes were fulfilled in a
Our stay on the Florida campus
"seek and ye shall find" kind of
way. We spoke of railroad bomb- revealed that Northern and
HEADQUARTERS
ings, coeducational dining, the Southern views on education,
cut systems at colleges, segrega- segregation, and integration se
tion, and the question of God. differ. Manners of personal exFOR
We laughed at a "chastity belt" pression seem to vary with the
displayed in Ripley's Museum. climate. Grits and collards are

DIAMONDS

Dr. Nickerson's Speech, 202 jokes!
and at a puppy chasing his own
tail around a palm tree. We
thought and felt, each in his own
way, as we talked together
through the town of St. Augus-

Members American Gem Society
CASH - CHARGE - BUDGET

WARD'S TV Inc.
COLOR and BLACK and WHITE
Complete Line of
Transistor Radios and Stereos
I Dr. Goldat lecturing to a Humanities class. This is a course
73 Lisbon St.

Lewiston

similar to Cultural Heritage in design.

288 Lisbon St., Lew.

782-3711

found in the NeW En ,and
«
menu. However, the basic concern of wanting to know and
wanting to understand is common to us both, and is for me
the essential factor in this exchange of students — North and
South.

|

not

TV RENTALS - SALES
Free Delivery
BATES ELECTRONICS
783-2269
783-0608

Six ,4 +
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Win terSportsBanquetMakesA wards
Ford Receives Seavy Award
Cummings, Beaudry BB Capts.
By Nick liiiNbuni's
Sports Kdltor
athletic department held Its
annual awards banquet last Wednesday night in the Men's Memorial Commons. Highlighting the
colorful event was the presentation
i of the Seavy award to track Capt.
Jon Ford, and the naming of next
year's basketball co-captains, Seth
Cummings "65 and Don Beaudry
'65.
19M

By Nick Basbanes
Days like March 18, though to most people they just show
up like any other, to writers of sports .columns they present
touchy situations. Or to be more specific, at least to this
sports writer such times are troublesome. For not only is
the recent season now comfortably regarded as history, but
the one coming up is still a little far off and vague. And
March 18 falls right in the middle. I suppose that as a sporting critic (I sometimes like to think of myself as such) I could.
had 1 been fortunate enough to be in South Boston last night.
report some of the St. Patrick shenanigans that went on.
But even then, the ethnic exuberance so vitally necessary
for such a spirited observation would unfortunately be absent.
What does come to mind as a contrast to the sterile expanses of ice and snow outdoors, is an image of rolling country, sweeping plains, and iush lands of vegetation. I am of
course refering to (if you hadn't already guessed by such
vivid description) the virgin continent of Africa — home of
the big game hunters and their stalked targets of prey. Many
of us had an inside glimpse of this rather exclusive athletic
endeavor a few weeks ago on A.B.C.'s Wide World of Sports.
Imagine the setting — the beautiful landscape and the
immaculately attired English sportsmen touring and searching in a jeep. We are told immediately thai the hunting done
here is for the good of the jungle. In. other words, the killing
of the animals is in a sense done for the beast's own good.
Take the elephant for instance. He is big. numerous, and he
tramples the trails and eats the branches of the bushes, depriving other animals of food. He also can't see very well,
which allows the hunters to come extraordinarily close. He
does hear adequately, but he is unaware that the clinking
sound of loading clips a few feet away isn't the nearness of
a fellow elephant, rather his pragmatic predator preparing
his rifle for the kill. The sport in this example comes from the
fact that the elephant's brain, though the size of a football,
is nevertheless embedded beneath two feet of bone. Hence
the task of making a good shot.

Tasty Beef
The tasty roast beet dinner was
followed by the expected but entertaining exchange of head table
humor. M.C. Dick Steele had his
work cut out for him in coping
with the experienced and slapstick
type wit propounded by Coaches
Hatch. Slovenski. Heck and Leahy.
Though variety Is the spice of
life, the entertainment there of necessity gave way to the more serious and fundamental purpose of
the banquet; the presentation of
awards.
The John Stalk Seavy award is
a trophy anonymously donated in
the memory of a man devoted to
Bales athletics. The award is to
honor the senior man whose efforts
: the spirit best helped Bates track.
The recipient. Jon Ford, accepted
the trophy from Track Coach Walt
Slovenski.
Coach Robert Peck of the basketball team announced the seleci tions of STUDENT All-Maine picks
Seth Cummings and Don Beaudry
. to captain next year's squad. Peck
lauded the enthusiasm and fast

i

Jon Ford accepts Seavy award from Coach Slovenski.

(Kal'.rl photo)
play of this year's squad, and predieted that with the return of all of
the first squad next year, prospects
are golden.

tained a degree of personal development exemplary of one considered a worthy representative of his
college, and who have striven continuously to establish the best team
Nine seniors were given the spirit and unity,''
Hates Senior Varsity Honor Award
The awards went to William J.
in tribute to their outstanding parGardiner, Jr. .in basketball, and to
ticipation in intercollegiate athletWilliam C. Evans, Jonathan P.
ics during their college careers. Of
Ford. David E. Harrison, David C.
the nine, two received the award
Johnson. Jon D. Olsen Erie Silveronce before at the fall presentation
berg, Finn WUhelmsen, and Paul
Erie Silverberg and Finn Wilhelm- (.'. Williams in track.
sen were honored for their achieveThere were in all thirty-two
ments in cross country.
Rates College athletes awarded letSeniors Honored
ters and thirty-five who received
Robert \V. Hatch, acting director numerals. The names of the awardof athletics presented the senior ed appear on page eight,
j awards to those "who have atBED ARD'S
MAINE'S ONLY

As for bird hunting, there are stringent limits placed on
each hunter's allowed take for the day. Instead of the former
six hundred, now one is permitted only fifty fowls per daily
outing.
From here we are taken to the land of the rhinoceros. He
is also big and menacing. But instead of his plundering of
foodstuffs, his numbers are instead being plundered by
a combination of "poaching natives and destructive elephants." Therefore the need to avert the awful possibility of
extinction is implicit. And this is taken care of by merely
killing off some elephants, and using natives instead of dogs
to retrieve the shot down birds, thereby giving them a job.
The final segment of this day in the woods comes with
the pursuit of a gazelle-like animal referred to as the Thmmy.
The program closed with a feeling of compassion for the
hunter, because his heart was broken after the kill. As he
caressed the Tommy's so recently deceased head with loving
admiration, he couldn't answer why he had killed it. Perhaps,
like the mountain climber, "because it was there."
A Bates STUDENT innovation this week — The announcement of an All-Screamers team. Coach Sigler. head of intramurals, was so impressed by some of the basketball boys
on the court, that he. with the help of referees and lesser
officials, selected a team. To see this happy group. I proudly
refer you to page eight.

DRIVE-IN PHARMACY
Phone 4-7521

Lewiston, Maine

Cor. College and Sabattus Sis.

+

+
"HOTEL HOLLY"

BEST ENTERTAINMENT
IN MAINE
Main Street
Lewiston
Ji_

EUROPEAN
JOBS
The trend among students is to
work in Europe during the summer. Thousands of jobs (e.g. resort,

lifeguarding

work)

and

and

travel

office

grants

are

available to every registered stuCaptains elect, Beaudry and Cummings, wilh. '.each t-eck. ■ dent. Some wages are as high as

(Kahrl Photo)

$400 a month.

VICTOR NEWS COMPANY
50 Ash Street, Lewiston

Opposite Post Office

PAPERBACKS
LARGEST SELECTION OF PAPERBACKS
IN THE STATE
Barnes & Noble College Outline Series

— SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Book Dept. open 8:30 a. m.-lO p.m.; Sundays to 9:30 p.m.
First Floor open 5:30 a.m.-lC p.m.; Sundays to 9:30 p.m.
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

(Continued from page four)

(Continued from page two)

me. Everyone who knows Hedge Laurent; Women's Athletic Asand has a little imagination is sociation: President — Donna
Whitney; Vice-President—Susan
batting it around. As a senior, I
Pitcher; Treasurer — Betsy Tarr;
will have no chance to wield Secretary — Denise McKinney.
paintbrush or sandpap'.:-; limitAlumni
Officers:
President,
ed to a pe.:. I can only hope for Norman Bowie; Secretary. Sanan overwhelming responses to dra Prohl. Christian Association;
the suggestion, and list but a President, Peter Gomes: Secrefew examples of the possibilities tary, Linda Glazer; Treasurer,
Ronald Snell.
inherent in the idea.

For a complete

, prospectus, job and travel grant
applications, a SI ASIS book coupon

and

charges

handling
send

American

$1

and airmail
to

Student

Dept.

M.

Service,

22

;Ave. de la Liberte. Luxembourg
City, Grand Duchy
bourg.

of Luxem-
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Bates Grad Freeman
Has Try With Yankees

AH

SEVEN

Srama Swa Jt
By Bill Bramaii Til

One game remains before the
1961 intramural basket ball season
By Bill <;.iO(llattr G.i
nings pitched, he struck out 58, comes to an end. It will find the
Have you ever wondered what walked only 20, and kept his B-l champs from Smith North
taking on the undefeated Middles
became of Thorn Freeman?
earned run average down to a com- for all the marbles. In earlier playA familiar figure on campus last
mendable 1.5.
off competition East Parkers C-II
MI. Thorn is spending Uiia spring
entry scored an upset victory over
In Florida working out with the
The Yanks liked what they saw. West Parker's C-I unit 35-23. Dick
World Champion New York Yanand after a six months hitch in Ryder led all scorers as he poured
kees.
the army. Thorn was Florida bound through 12 points in the winning
to join the other rookies in the out- effort. Rockey Stone tossed in 9
of his own for East, while the best
fit.
West could do was get 8 each from
Commenting on Thorn's chances Mark Biel and Dave Hoyt.
in the majors. Garnet coach Chick
True to Form
Leakey mentioned, among other
The B-League play-off ran true
things, that Thorn has never had to form as Smith North Scored an
any problems of control or diffi- easy win over B-II winner O. C.
O. C. did have the high scorer on
culties with his arm. Completely
their Bide, but Paul Planehon's 17
optimistic. Chick went on to say was still not enough against the
thai with maturity he should de- strongly balanced :\\. \ ■ : of the I! I Tamis.
winners. Three men hit double fivelop into a fine pitcher.
gures for North, led Hy
Pi te nailed down two fMts. lb won ih
Weather bee's 15, who was sup. 15 yard dash in 5.8 and the 22a in
Yanks Happy

Thorn Freeman

4 Year MAT
During his four years at Bates,
the psychology major was a standout on the basketball court as well
.-is in act hurler for Chick Leahey's
nine.
Eight major league ball clubs
made offers to the rangy 6'6" light
bander, but Thorn had no problem
deciding. He signed with the Yanks
following graduation last June and
was shipped off to Shelby (Western Carolinas), where he got his
first taste of the New York organization.
Appearing in only ten games, he
won two and lost five. But what
was more important, in 60 2/3 in-

»

»

t

Apparently the Yanks feel much
the same as Chick does about their
big, strong rookie. And what better
aid to a rookie's development and
maturity could there be than a
Yankee vote of confidence.

Thorn, who has always dreamed
of playing baseball in the major
leagUeS, was quoted in a recent issue of THE SPORTING NEWS as
being quietly optimistic about his
chances of success. "All of us must
figure we're going to make it," he
' said.
i
Eventually though, Thorn wauls

Tel. 783-1486

LOCATED

ZENITH HEARING AIDS
BATTERIES AND
ACCESSORIES
FOR ALL MAKES

for Bates Students at

COLLEGE PHARMACY, INC.

PRESCRIPTIONS
PROMPTLY FILLED I

456 SABATTUS ST.
Member F. D. I. C.

LeBLANC'S
CLEANERS
10 Lafayette Street

League
5-1

.1. B.

1-2

SOUTH

2-1

WILLIAMS

L-fi

o. c.

8 1

.1. B.

: S

KAST

1-5

WILLIAMS

2-7

WEST

7-1

NORTH

«-2

MIDDLE

B-5

J. B.

2-6

SOUTH

2-H

C-ll League

BAST

7-1

WEST

5-3

MIDDLE

5-3

SOUTH

3-5

' WILLIAMS

0-8

son (B-IIl 14.57. and Whittum 11.75.
Last Friday night a committee
of officials and players got together to choose the All-Star teams
from each league. Pictures of
these "stars" will be found in this
issue of the STUDENT. Special
mention should be made of a new
team that has been chosen this
year. The "All-Screamer" Team is
what might also be referred In as

*

Coin-Operated

"You rely on your doctor —
rely on ui"

DRY CLEANING
GIANT 12 lb LOAD

a "Referee's nightmare team." Bob
Bekoff who rode the bench most
of the season earned a starting

- Pressing on Premises -

spot on this unit. In a statement to

5 Min. Walk from Campus

the press Bob said, "I just hope I
can be worthy of this honor." One

*
143 COLLEGE ST - LEWISTON, ME.
Tel. STate 2 3771

m
NORTH

(-1 League

to get his masters degree in psy- B League All-Stars: Front: Weatherbee, Donosky. Planchon.
chology and to teach school. The Back: W. Lasher. Virta, Pur«nton. Whelen.
sports staff of the STUDENT sa| lutes Bates graduate Thorn Freeported by Ed Rocket and Walt more points to J.B. by running
man and wishes him the best of
one of the legs for the winning reLasher
with 10 each.
luck in the future.
With end of regular season play lav learn. This week there is an
honorable mention. Butch Brad1
Doug Macko placed first among
26.2. Butch wus the only one to
the leading scorers. Doug's 18.8 ford of Roger Bill was also outPRESCRIPTION
average was followed by Bob Lanz
PHARMACY
with a 17.75 average. Others at the
of Lewiston and Auburn
A. Turgeon, Reg. Ph.
top of the list are: Thompson 16.83.
392 Lisbon St. Lewiston, Me.
CONVENIENTLY
Swezey 16.25, Vance 16.00. Peter-

First-Manufacturers
National Bank

(Hartwell photo)

r.-i i l.eauiii-

Engaged to Claire Bealieu. a
I.ewiston girl hi' met while in
school. Thorn's plans are for a fall
wedding when his future in base
ball is a little more definite.

TURGEON'S

Macko, Thomp-on, Whittum,

C League — Baker. Hoyt. Collins, Biel. Ansello

might notice an abundance of O.C.
men on this team but Steve Barren
BUY WHERE MOST BATES PEOPLE DO
See SHEP LEE at

.

.

.

ADVANCE AUTO SALES, INC.
24 FRANKLIN STREET
AUBURN. MAINE
Dial 784-5775 or 782-2686

VALIANT-PLYMOUTH

CHRYSLER-IMPERIAL

5-Year and 50.000 Mile Guarantee

— GUARANTEED USED CARS —
Excellent Service on All Makes
10% Discount on All Service Work to Bates-Affiliated People

assuied me it was just a coincidence!
Man uf The Week
The Intramural man of the week
is I)an Stockwcll. Dan was outstanding in the intramural track
meet. He accounted for ten of
J.B.'s points by winning the 600.
taking 2nd behind his brother in
the discus, and a third in the
broad jump. Dan helped bring 10

standing in the track meet, as he
take two firsts.
Third round in the Hand-Ball
tournament must be COMpleted before vacation or else those games
will be forfeited.
Final Basket Ball Standings:
A-Lea^uc
MIDDLE
J. B.
WILLIAMS
' O. O.
. WEST

7-1
5.3
5-5
2-6
2-6

TEXACO

HEATING OILS

JIMMY'S
GAS STATIONS, INC.
On Route 100, Auburn. Maine
BEST REST ROOMS IN
NEW ENGLAND

— O —

JIMMY'S DINER
FOR FINE FOODS
On Route 100, Auburn. Maine
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I. B. Sweeps Intramural Track

By Maroia Flynn
A not-too.successful basketball i Wilson-Chase with three wins and
season was concluded this past | one loss. Page takes third place
week. Interest and enthusiasm and ties with Hacker-Frye-Mitchseemed to fade from most of the el, both with one win and three
dorms this year and attendance losses.
caused many games to be forfeited.
Closing up the spectum is ChenHowever, the last week of play ey-Milliken, with unfortunately a
picked up somewhat.
a negative number of wins and
I
Rand defeated Wilson-Chase 19- four losses. Congrats to the nun- !
13 in a well-fought match. Hacksr- nery?
!
As spring has approached after
Mitchell trounced Chency-Milllken
10-4. In a final exciting contest—
Wilson-Chase
defeated
HackerMitchell 11-10 by a foul shot after
the game had ended.

women s sports have
ended in year's past. But
this year, some interest has been
shown for constructing a tennis
team. True at this point, we would
Final Finds
Final results find that again not be ready for the National Inthose unbeatable "old ladies" of terscholastics but it would be
sport, the Randitee, are in hallowed something to work for. Anyone'inposition number one with four wins ii-rcsted should contact Celeste
and no losses, In a close second is Brunelle or myself.
vacalioIlt

somewhat

:

I

By Bill Branian '61
Dave and Dan Stockwell put on
a stellar performance to lead the
J.B. thinclads to an easy win in
the intramural track meet. Dave
took a first in the discus and second in the broad jump, while
brother Dan
grabbed the first
place laurels in the 600 yard run.
the most exciting race of the meet,
second in the Discus, and third in
the broad jump.
Both Stocks
were on the winning relay team
to boot.

Individuals
DISCUS: Stockwell, Dave (J.B.).
Stockwell. Dan (JB). Galione tEP),
Collins (SS). dist. 115'5"

1

BROAD JUMP: Eagleson (SS),
Stockwell, Dave (JB). Stockwell,
' Dan (JB), Carlson (SM). dist.
18'4"
45-DASH: Bradford (RB), Eaglei son (SS), Harkness (JB), Swezey
(RB) time: 5.8

HIGH JUMP: Hillier (JB). Spear
Never Behind
J. B. led throughout the whole (RB), Harkness (JB), Swezey
meet and the real battle mi for , iRB>. Ht. 5*5"
second place. Smith South and
SHOT: Sherman (SS), Swezey
Roger Bill were in a see-saw battle
(RB), Ireland (JB), Leblanc 'JB>
which was not decided until the
dist. 35'9"
! final two events wen- completed.
Roger Bill through the fine run1 MILE: Trufant i.EP), Cumning of Butch Bradford, the only mings (RB), Leblanc (JB), Fair
one to take two firsts (220 and 45 (SN). time 4:52:2
vard dash) plus a fourth in the
hurdles, nailed down the second
600: Stockwell, Dan (JB). Mo
spot with his anchoring of the re- Bride" (SM), Goodlatte (SS), Croclay.
ker (RB). time: 1:27
East Parker's Ken Trufa,.t set a
blistering pace to win the one mile
run with a meet record of 4:52.2.
Rob Thompson set the other meet
record in his specialty, the "fat
man's mile" with a 5:29.6.
'
In the high jump, Jeff Hilller !
oiled the springs in his legs as he
left all competitors behind at the
5'2" mark and went on to 5'5" all
alone. South's little Dennis Eagle- I
son showed excellent form in winning the broad jump on his last
attempt (18'4"i to nose out Dave
Stockwell by one half an inch.

Front: Sherman, Barron, Blumenthal. Back: Beckoff, Spear,

C. Lasher, Whelen.

(Hartwell photo)

PINELAND
MOTEL

Provencher Hill
F LORIST
FLOWERS FOR
ALL OCCASIONS
Tel. 784-5563
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Phones in Rooms
- Free TV Located on U. S. 202
2 Miles North of Maine
Turnpike Exit 12
Washington St.
Auburn. Maine
Dial 783-2044

Relay Win
The relay race consisted of four
men running two laps each. Three
teams entered but the contest was
between Roger Bill and J. B. Steve
Edwards finished the first leg 10
vards in front of Lee Swezey, but
Crocker and Heyel made up the
difference and sent Bradford off
before Dan Stockwell could get
his baton to Dave. Dave galloped
i off and caught Butch near the end
of the first lap and brought home
the bacon for J. B.

i

Results: TEAMS
J- B.

52.5

WILLIAMS

33

SOUTH

23.5 I
:
9

MIDDLE

C/$&£&tfCH**COAl PIT

EAST

7

^TMWBTERNSTEER
WA WESTERN &MQSMERB

NORTH

3

lf> LOWS: Spear (RB). Harkness
(JB), Bean (SN), Bradford (RB).
time: 6.1
FAT MAN MILE: Thompson
(JB), Reilly (SS). Ireland (JB), |
Fox (SS). time 5:29.6
220: Bradford
(SM). McBride
blanc (JB) and
time: 26.2

(RB). Ansello
(SM), tie LaGoodlatte (SS).

Relay: JB (Edwards, Harkness.
Stockwell, Stockwell), RB (Swc-.cv,
Crocker, Heyel, Bradford),
SS
(Goodlatte, Fox, Eagleson, Fredericks! time: 2:57.6
BASKETBALL NUMKRALS
Junior Varsity Basketball '"oach
William J. Leahey. Jr., presented
numerals to: Paul D. Argazzi, New
Britain, Conn.; James G. Brown.
Linwood, Mass.; William A. Brunot, Swampscott. Mass.;
Dennis
Eagleson, Kennebunkport, Maine;
Louis Flynn, Warehouse
Point,
Conn.; William D. Galicne. Harrison. N. Y.; William L. Garfield, Naugatuck, Conn.; Roger
L. Hanson. East Weymouth, Mass.;
Gerald R. Ireland, Concord, Mass.;
Kenneth H. Lynch, Bedford, Mass.;
Thomas
E.
McKittrick,
Park
Ridge, N. J.; Malcolm Reid. Littletown, N. H; Charles P. Rolfe,
Braintree, Mass.; Charles J. Scott,
Bedford, N. Y., Robert J. Anderson
(Manager) Newington, Conn.; and
Thomas A. Newman (Manager),
Glen Cove, N. Y.
TRACK NUMERALS

_ CHUOC WAGON
-%\ °Jjy* ln-ft*stourorit - -

r^k^iniws
SabaiMaM.
Opea Dail> 11:00 A.M. to 2:00 AJf.

EVEN A SLIDE RULE . . .

... won't find the answer to "missing dollars"
But a Depositors Trust Company Special Checking
account will.
When you pay all your bills with a Depositors Special
Check, you know where your money goes.
No minimum balance required!
No moinrmoRce or service
charge! Yea pay fer Hie checks
and no mere!

DEPOSITORS
Trust Company
' "Tkt Bank That it Busy Building Ktiot"
i**m w. worn *S*J*U COMOUHQN

Dial 782-7421 Daytime
Dial 784-8165 Nights

SHELL PRODUCTS
Lowest Prices in Town

TURCOTTE'S
GARAGE

Lewiston's Only Radio Dispatch
24 Hour Wrecker Service
Leonard Turcotte, Prop.
865 Sabattus St.
Lewislon

Norris - Hayden
Laundry
Modern Cleaners
Campus Agent
PAUL PLANCHON
BILL MacNEVIN

Coach Slovenski awarded track
numerals to: Richard C. All.ud,
Wilmington. Mass.; Stewart C. An-

derson, Waltham, Mass.; Robert L. *
Colman, Tenafly. N. J.; Ted C.
Hall, Lakeville, Conn.; Keith C.
Harvie, South Portland, Maine; S.
Richard Kilbourne, Great Neck, N. »
Y.; Keith F. Kreutzig, Westwood,
N. J.; Stephen D. Lee, Portland,
Maine; Bruce T. Lyman, New Lon- '
don, Conn.; Paul C. Manganello,
Braintree, Mass.; Glenn L. Pierce,
Reading, Mass.; Richard W. Rey. ^
nolds. North Easton, Mass.; Gary
A. Chamberlain, Winthrop, Maine;
David A. Sutherland, Brattleboro,
Vt.; Paul H. Swensen, Briarcliff, N.
Y.; Edward L. Wells, East Fal-mouth, Mass.; David H. Howe,
(Manager) Concord, N. H.; Frederick J. Kahrl, (Manager) Elmira,
N. Y.; Earl R. Kinney, (Manager) '
Manchester. Mass.; and Donald B.
Miller, (Manager) Grafton, Mass.
TRACK LETTERS
Track Coach Walter Slovenski
presented varsity letters to: Gerrit
C. Binneweg, '65, Baldwin, N. Y.;
Thomas A. Bowditch, '65, Rye, N.
H.; William C. Evans, '64, Lexington, Mass.; Thomas A. Flach, '67,
West Springfield, Mass.; Jonathan
P. Ford, '64. (Captain) Cresskill, N.
J,; David E. Harrison, '64, Branford, Conn.; Allen N. Harvie, '65,
South Portland, Maine; David C.
Johnson, '64, Natick. Mass.; George
A Kahler, '67, Woods Hole, Mass.;
Robert P. Kramer. '65, West Hartford, Conn.; Karl W. McKusick,
'67, Rochester, N. Y.; Christer L.
Mossberg, '67. Moorestown, N. J.;
Jon D.
Olsen. '64.
Waldoboro,
Main.-; Wayne A. Pangburn, '66,
Melrose, Mass.; Mai tin C. Sauer,
'66, Danbury, Conn.: Paul A. Savello,-'66. Marlboro, Mass ; Eric C.
Silverberg, '64, Sturbridge. Mass.;
John C. Sweeney. '67, Westport,
Conn.; Fin Wilhelmsen, '64, Oslo,
Norway; Paul C. Williams, '64,
Rutherford, N. J.; and William A.
Gosling, '65, Barrington, R. I.
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BASKETBALL LETTERS
Coach Robert R. Peck, varsity
basketball coach, gave basketball
letters to: Ted M. Beal, '64, Weth-V
ersfield, Conn.; Donald J. Beaudry,
'65, East Hartford, Conn.; William
C. Beisswanger, '66, Tenafly, N.J.;
Seth T. Cummings. '65. Worcester,
Mass.; William J. Gardiner, Jr.,,
'64, (Captain) Framingham, Mass.;
W. Michael Hine, '66, Killingworth,
Conn.; Carl R. Johannesen, '65,
Needham, Mass.;
Theodore S.
Krzynewek, '65, West Hartford,*
Conn.; Robert J. Mischler. '66, Cheshire, Conn.; Frederick A. Stevens,
'65, North Attleboro, Mass.; Leigh
P. Campbell, '64, (Manager) Wiscasset, Maine; and Richard A. Rc-»
zene, '65, (Manager), Plainfield,
N.J.

THE
"HOBB"
♦

ROLLINS
Office Supply Co., Inc.
Office Furniture & Supplies
249 Main St., Lewislon, Maine
Phone 782-0141
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LAUNDRY
SERVICE
OF ALL
TYPES

Complete FLORIST Service
DUBE'S
Flower Shop, Inc.
Roger and Regina LaBrecque
195 Lisbon Street

Dial 784-4587

Lewislon

— FLOWERS WIRED WORLD WIDE —
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